We investigate the use of proton-nucleus elastic scattering experiments using secondary beams of 6 He and 8 He to determine the physical structure of these nuclei. The sensitivity of these experiments to nuclear structure is examined by using four different nuclear structure models with different spatial features using a full-folding optical potential model. The results show that elastic scattering at intermediate energies (Ͻ100 MeV per nucleon͒ is not a good constraint to be used to determine features of structure. Therefore researchers should look elsewhere to put constraints on the ground state wave function of the 6 He and 8 He nuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of radioactive accelerator beams during the past decade has enhanced the variety of nuclear reactions available for study. In the present research we concentrate on the neutron rich isotopes of helium, 6 He and 8 He, which have been produced as secondary beams at intermediate energies ͓1,2͔. The simplified shell model structure of these isotopes is thought to be a core 4 He, surrounded by loosely bound valence neutrons located in the p shell, denoted often as the nuclear halo. A significant amount of research has been done on constructing models that reproduce data from experimental reactions involving these isotopes ͑Refs. ͓3-22͔ for example͒. To use radioactive beams effectively in nuclear studies the present uncertainty in the ground state wave functions of 6 He and 8 He must be reduced. Once the wave functions are known with better precision, the radioactive beam experiments may produce significant implications for neutron stars, shell model calculations, the two body nuclear force, and the three body nuclear force.
One way to ascertain the physical structure of the exotic helium nuclei would be to use elastic scattering data. We want to address the feasibility of this method by developing proton- 6 He and proton-8 He first order optical potentials at intermediate energies ͑60-100 MeV per nucleon͒ using different structure models as inputs to this optical potential model. A fair amount of earlier work examines this sensitivity ͓4-13,23͔, but there is not full agreement in the literature on the strength of this sensitivity of structure to elastic scattering data. For example Ref. ͓5͔ found that at these energies proton-nucleus elastic scattering data was not an effectual tool in determining structure. Korsheninnikov et al. ͓11, 12͔ also did a detailed study on the sensitivities of proton elastic scattering not only of the helium isotopes but also the lithium isotopes ( 9 Li and 11 Li), using an eikonal approach. They concluded that elastic scattering ''is not a very promising tool'' to determine structure of the valence neutrons. Their belief is that the size of the core plays a more important role in determining the differential cross section than the lower density valance neutrons. More recently, and in contrast, Karataglidas et al. ͓13͔ have performed calculations on the same exotic helium reactions at intermediate energy range using a few different variations of a structure calculation in a g-matrix elastic optical potential calculation. They concluded for 6 He that the data available was insufficient for the elastic scattering calculations to discern the existence of a halo. For 8 He, they ascertained that there was enough data to conclude that it is not a halo nucleus from comparing differences in the elastic differential cross section calculations.
In the literature there is not general agreement to the question of sensitivity of the elastic proton-nucleus differential cross section at intermediate energies to the structure calculation of the target nuclei 6 He and 8 He. Most research concludes that the sensitivity is not there to determine structure, but some authors have used elastic proton-nucleus scattering to put constraints on the details of their physical structure, specifically the halo. In this work, we will systematically examine this sensitivity using four independent structure models and conclude whether elastic scattering is a tool that should be used to ascertain the structure of 6 He and 8 He. In Sec. II, we will briefly summarize our full-folding optical potential calculation technique which we use to describe elastic proton-6 He and proton-8 He scattering and we outline the four different structure models used to describe the helium isotopes. Our results are in Sec. III and our conclusions are in Sec. IV.
II. FULL-FOLDING OPTICAL POTENTIAL
A standard microscopic approach to the elastic scattering of a strongly interacting projectile from a target of A particles is given by the formulation of an optical potential in '''' form where contains information about the nucleonnucleon interaction and is a nuclear structure calculation ͑ground state density͒ of the target. The development of this optical potential begins with the separation of the LippmannSchwinger equation for the transition amplitude
into two parts, namely an integral equation for T:
where U is the optical potential operator given through a second integral equation
In the above equations, the potential operator V represents the external many-body interaction. The potential operator Vϭ ͚ iϭ1 A v 0i consists of the two-body potential v 0i acting between the projectile and the nucleons in the target nucleus. The operators P and Q are projection operators, PϩQϭ1, and P is defined such that Eq. ͑2.2͒ is solvable. In this case, P is conventionally taken to project onto the elastic channel. For more details see Refs. ͓24,25͔.
The evaluation of the full-folding optical potential requires a fully off-shell nuclear density matrix, which in its most general form is given as
͑2.4͒
Here, ⌽ A (r) is the wave function describing the nuclear ground state in position space. We choose four models for this work to describe the 6 He and 8 He ground state. The structure models vary in rigor, quality, and applicability in describing these exotic helium nuclei. First, a general description of each model will be given in Sec. II A, to be followed by comparisons of all four models in Sec. II B.
A. Descriptions of the four off-shell densities
Our first model, proposed by Sherr ͓26͔, will be referred to as the ''boot-strap'' model ͑BS͒. This model was created to describe the root mean squared ͑rms͒ radii of a variety of exotic nuclei using a simple description of the nucleus. It represents the valence neutrons by using a Woods-Saxon potential which is fit to the two neutron binding energy. It then follows a sequential step procedure to build the exotic nuclei. Explicitly for helium, the model starts with the well known core 4 He, and then builds 6 He by calculating the wave function for the valence neutrons. Likewise, to construct 8 He, 6 He is considered the core and the 2 neutron wave function generated from a Woods-Saxon potential is calculated. Wave functions for the 4 He core and valence neutrons were calculated in r space ͑relative to the center of mass of the whole nucleus͒, then Fourier transformed to momentum space The second model is a relativistic point coupling model within the framework of a chiral effective field theory by Rusnak and Furnstahl ͓27͔. A Lagrangian is constructed: an expansion in powers of the scalar,vector, isovector-vector, tensor, and isovector-tensor densities, and their derivatives. The theory contains all the symmetries of QCD and is able to calculate low energy features, such as the structure of nuclei ground states adequately. For this paper, we used what Ref.
͓27͔ refers to as the ''FZ4'' scheme. Here, the vector meson and meson masses are fixed, while the coefficients of the densities to fourth order are varied to produce a low chisquare to experimental observables. Most varieties of the chiral effective theory reproduce the bulk nuclear observables of spherically symmetric nuclei. Questions of applicability to exotic helium nuclei can of course be raised while using this model, for it was not developed for the nonspherical, nonbulk nuclei 6 He and 8 He. The numerical procedure to create the off-shell densities ͓Eq. ͑2.4͔͒ used for the optical potential is given in Ref.
͓24͔.
The third nuclear structure model used to describe the densities 6 He and 8 He, a Dirac-Hartree model ͑DH͒ ͓30,31͔, has been used extensively by two of the authors ͑Ch.E. and S.P.W.͒ to describe the structure of doubly magic spherical nuclei with success ͓24,25,31-34͔. This is the oldest structure model of the four models discussed. The FZ4 model ͑detailed above͒ has the same structure wave function, so the method used to create the momentum off-shell density of Eq. ͑2.4͒ is the same for both models and is detailed in Refs. ͓24,25͔. Applicability is a concern for this model also. When developed, it was fit to the bulk properties of Pb, all doubly magic nuclei. Furthermore, this model, as well as FZ4, falls under the mean field ansatz, which is rather tenable when describing nuclei with only 6 or 8 nucleons. It was also developed well before the general structure of 6 He and 8 He were apparent, thereby making it a candidate to test whether the elastic observables can detect this nonapplicability. The last nuclear model to be discussed was developed explicitly for exotic nuclei. The COSMA model ͑cluster orbit shell model approximation͒ ͓20,21͔, an approximation to the three body problem, has been used extensively in the literature to describe elastic scattering with the exotic helium nuclei ͓4,6,7,11,12,35,39͔. The COSMA model is a combination of nucleon clustering and the standard shell model, which obeys the Pauli exclusion principle by using Slater determinants to produce a fully antisymmetrized wave function in r-space. They are then translated as single particle wave functions relative to the center of mass of the entire nucleus. These wave functions are Fourier transformed into momentum space using the method of Eq. ͑2.5͒, thus making it possible to create a fully off-shell density in momentum space.
There have been more rigorous models developed for 6 He and 8 He ͑Refs. ͓2,17-20,36͔ among others͒ which we have not used. In all cases, these models treat the three body problem ͑coreϩnucleonϩnucleon͒ or ͑coreϩdineutron ϩdineutron͒ with fewer approximations than the models presented here. Our goal is to present a sensitivity test, rather than produce the most fundamental calculations possible. To that end, we have used four highly varying models, with different characteristics, which are easy to calculate. As an aside, in a comparison between a realistic three body approach ͑treating the antisymmetry correctly͒ and the reducible two body approximation, the authors of Ref. ͓36͔ note little difference at intermediate and long ranges. They do find small differences in the short range behavior of the wave functions, but these are of little consequence when describing intermediate energy elastic scattering. Therefore we would expect our results using these simpler models to differ little from results using the more rigorous realistic models.
B. Nuclear structure of the four models
In Fig. 1 , we have plotted the proton densities in r-space of all four structure models described above. The general characterization is that the core two protons and two neutrons are more tightly bound in the two models that are designed for exotic nuclei, these being the BS model ͑solid line͒ and COSMA model ͑long dashed line͒. These models have a core close to that of the lone 4 He nucleus (Ϸ1.6 fm͒. In contrast, the FZ4 model ͑short-dashed line͒ and the DH model ͑dashed-dotted line͒ have a core which ranges from 12% to 20% larger than their exotic counterparts.
The total neutron densities in r-space have also been plotted for all four structure models for 6 He and 8 He in Fig. 2 .
Comparing the exotic nuclei structure models first, the BS model ͑solid line͒ and COSMA model ͑long dashed line͒ have a tight two-neutron core because their densities are higher in the 0 fm to 2 fm range. At about 3 fm, differences begin to emerge between these two exotic models. All models do have an extended neutron wave function of varying degrees, with the COSMA model having the most unique shape.
In Table I , we list the four models and the characteristics they describe. All position measurements are relative to the center of mass of the 6 He or 8 He system. Calculated in Table I are the root mean squared matter radius (r rms ) of the whole nucleus, the rms radius of the two neutron-two proton core wave function (r c ), the standard deviation of the core (⌬r c ), the valence neutron matter radius (r v ), the standard deviation of the valence neutron wave function (⌬r v ), the separation energy of the valence neutrons, the separation distance of one standard deviation of the core and valence wave functions, and a statement on whether the model has a halo structure as defined by this work. He. The solid line represents the calculation performed with a boot strap nuclear structure model ͓26͔. The short-dashed line represents the same calculation using a chiral model ͓27,28͔ for the nuclear structure. The dash-dotted line represents the same calculation using a Dirac-Hartree model ͓29,30͔ as the nuclear structure calculation and the long dashed line has a cluster orbit shell model approximation ͑COSMA͒ ͓20,21͔ as a model. In summary it is concluded that the most disparate structure is the COSMA model. One would expect that because this model is used often to describe exotic nuclei, it should also best describe elastic scattering if the observables are sensitive to the nuclear structure calculation. In the next section we will use these four models as input into our optical potential to describe elastic scattering at the intermediate energy range.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The elastic scattering of protons from 6 He and 8 He at incident proton energies from 66 MeV to 100 MeV are calculated. At this energy range, the proton-nucleus elastic scattering data are scarce and exist only at forward angles. We will focus on the reactions where experimental data for the elastic differential cross sections exists, but we will also comment on how our conclusions would change if the experimental database were enlarged. Other observables which are calculated in this work, for which no data exists, are the spin rotation function ͑Q͒ and the analyzing power (A y ). We will also comment on sensitivity to these observables.
The full-folding optical potential used for these results is calculated as outlined in Refs. ͓24,25͔, and we use the four model densities as described in Sec. II. We will refer to the model of Ref. The full-folding optical potential also requires a model of the NN interaction. In this work, we use the Nijmegen I interaction ͓37͔. We have also calculated some optical potentials using the CD Bonn NN potential ͓38͔. This potential has the same tight constraints of the Nijmegen for its on shell values to agree with np and pp data, but the off shell amplitudes are different. The elastic scattering calculations using the CD Bonn potential show very little difference with those that use the Nijmegen potential. The conclusions drawn in this work are therefore independent of the choice of which modern NN potential was used.
A. Elastic scattering results: effects of structure
The scattering observables for elastic proton scattering from 6 He at 71 MeV are displayed in Fig. 3 . There are four calculations on the figure ͑using the same legend as Figs. 1 and 2͒. The solid line represents the elastic differential crosssection calculated from a full-folding optical potential using the BS model as the structure calculation, and the shortdashed line represents a calculation of the observables from a full-folding optical potential using the FZ4 model as the structure calculation. The DH version of the calculation is represented by the dot-dashed line while the optical potential using the COSMA structure model was used in the calculation of the long-dashed line. All models use the Nijmegen I nucleon-nucleon interaction. The experimental data for this reaction were given in Ref. ͓1͔. As also seen in Fig. 1 , the only calculation which does not adequately describe the limited experimental data for this reaction is the BS model. Referring to Table I , the only significant difference between TABLE I. Comparison of the four structure model observables with each other and experiment. The root mean squared matter ͑rms͒ radius (r rms ) of the whole nucleus, the rms radius of the two neutron-two proton core wave function (r c ), the standard deviation of the core (⌬r c ), the valence neutron matter radius (r v ), the standard deviation of the valence neutron wave function (⌬r v ), the separation energy of the valence neutrons (S 2n ), the separation distance of one standard deviation of the core and valence wave functions (S d ), and a statement on whether the model has a halo structure as defined by this work. this model and other models is the extremely small core which mimics the size of a lone 4 He nucleus. The other three models agree favorably with the limited data, yet when one looks at their features there are large differences in their binding energies, rms radii, and presence of a discernible halo. Therefore, it is impossible to draw any conclusions about the structure of 6 He valance neutrons from this reaction. We may draw some inferences on the appropriate size of the core from looking at the results produced using the BS model, but the shape and existence of a halo cannot be determined from this reaction.
In Fig. 4 , we calculate elastic scattering from 8 He at a projectile energy of 66 MeV. The legend represents the same calculations as in Fig. 3 . The experimental data are from Ref.
͓1͔. All four models adequately represent the data. The one model with the most significant differences in shape is again the BS model ͑and only at higher angles͒. This model has the tightest core, and a loose valence wave function, as it had for 6 He. There is nothing that can be learned about the valance structure of 8 He from studying this reaction's differential cross section for the data which exist. Polarization measurements ͑specifically Q) may be used if polarized experiments are done at large angles to high accuracy (Ͼ60°).
We move to a slightly higher projectile energy in Fig. 5 , where protons are scattered from 8 He at a projectile energy of 72.5 MeV. Again, the calculations have the same legend as given in Figs. 3 and Fig. 4 . The data for this calculation are the most extensive in this energy range, they approach the 65°center of mass angle. Unfortunately the structure of 8 He still cannot be determined from this experiment. The sensitivities due to the structure calculation are not strong enough, given the experimental error, to ascertain the structure of 8 He. According to Table I , the COSMA model has a more defined valence ring than the others, but the differential cross section experimental data are unable to differentiate the validity of any of these disparate models unless experimenters were able to measure the differential cross section with a margin of error of less than 20% at angles above 65°.
In Fig. 6 , we explore a higher energy reaction where no experimental data exist. Here, we calculated protons scattering from 8 He at 100 MeV. Once more, the calculations use the same models and line definitions as in Figs. 3-5 . Again, the three structure calculations give similar results ͑DH,FZ4, COSMA͒. The BS model runs high through the whole calculation, similar in significance to the previous figures. Polarization experiments also tell us little below 70°scattering center of mass angle. Even at 100 MeV the elastic reaction is insensitive to the structure of the valence neutrons in 8 He. Recently, in Ref. ͓13͔, a similar study was done using these elastic reactions and pion production. The authors concluded that neither 6 He nor 8 He were halo nuclei. Their   FIG. 3 . The angular distribution of the differential cross-section (d/d⍀), analyzing power (A y ) and spin rotation function ͑Q͒ are shown for elastic proton scattering from 6 He at 71 MeV laboratory energy. All calculations are denoted with the same legend as Fig. 1 . The solid line represents the calculation performed with a first-order full-folding optical potential using the boot strap nuclear structure model ͓26͔ as an input to the optical potential. The short-dashed line represents the same calculation using a chiral model ͓27,28͔ for the nuclear structure of 6 He. The dash-dotted line represents the same calculation using a Dirac-Hartree model ͓29,30͔ as the nuclear structure calculation and the long-dashed line has a cluster orbit shell model approximation ͑COSMA͒ ͓20,21͔ as a model. inclusion of a halo in their structure calculations always lowered the differential cross section at angles greater than 15°. In this present work, we did not find such a simple relationship between nonhalo and halo nuclei. In fact, the most extreme halo model of 6 He ͑dashed line: COSMA͒ was not at either extreme of the differential cross section calculation of Fig. 5 . We therefore conclude that the differential cross section is only slightly sensitive to the existence of a halo (S d ), the spread of the halo (⌬r v ), the radius of the core nucleons (r c ), and the binding energy of the core nucleons (⌬r c ), all of which are coupled to each other in a complex fashion. The structure parameter that seems to have the most influence at this energy is the radius of the core 4 He particle. There seems to be almost complete insensitivity to the valence neutron wave functions. To reiterate, the COSMA model has a very distinct asymptotic shape for the valence neutrons, and this uniqueness does not transfer into the differential cross section as exhibited by the similarity in the calculations.
B. Medium effects
So far in this work, we have used the impulse approximation, setting the medium field to zero. In previous work two of the authors ͑Ch.E. and S.P.W.͒ showed that at 65 MeV, if a medium field was used ͑as outlined briefly in Sec. II, and in more detail in Refs. ͓31,32,34͔͒ then there was a systematically better fit with elastic scattering observables across a wide range of stable spin-0 nuclei.
For two of the structure calculations, the DH and the FZ4, we added a mean field consistently. If we used a DH structure model then we used the same DH model to simulate our mean field; likewise, this was also done using the FZ4 structure model. Overall the effects of adding this mean field to the 6 He and 8 He calculations of elastic scattering observables were smaller than seen previously for other nuclei.
In Fig. 7 , we compare two calculations of 8 He elastically scattering off a proton at 66 MeV. Both calculations use the DH structure calculation and the Nijmegen I interaction. The difference is that the solid line sets the mean field to zero, while the dashed line includes it. For comparison, in Fig. 8 , the same calculation is done using the FZ4 structure calculation and mean field using the same FZ4 model. Both calculations give the same results: when the medium effect is added, it systematically lowers the differential cross section slightly. In general, the effect is smaller than for larger spin-0 nuclei previously studied ͓31,32,34͔. Since these are smaller nuclei, and less tightly bound, this conclusion seems reasonable. However, it is important to note that this small change did not lead to a better description of the experimental data, in contrast to earlier work with other nuclei where there was a systematic improvement.
At higher energies, these trends continue, although their effects are smaller. We plot in Fig. 9 the elastic observables of 8 He at an energy of 100 MeV colliding with a proton. As in Fig. 7 , the solid line represents the DH calculation without mean field effects, while the dashed line includes the effects. Both calculations use the Nijmegen I potential. These medium effects are barely discernible at this higher energy. This trend has been seen before in earlier work with other nuclei ͓31,32͔. For completeness, in Fig. 10 we have calculated the same reaction as Fig. 9 except we now use the FZ4 structure calculation and mean field ͑dashed line͒ for 8 He. The same conclusions are reached. By using two different models, we conclude that this mean field procedure leads to results that are model independent and smaller than doubly magic nuclei at the same energies.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have presented sensitivity tests for elastic scattering observables of protons bombarded with 6 He and 8 He. Here, FIG. 6 . Same as Fig. 3 , except that the reaction is a proton at 100 MeV laboratory energy elastically scattering from 8 He. No data exists for this reaction. we found that elastic scattering is a weak tool for determining the structure of these isotopes. These conclusions were drawn by using four different nuclear structure models that had different spatial characteristics in the calculation of the proton-nucleus optical potential. All calculations using these structure models were in good agreement with the data that exist. In fact, the models not designed for exotic nuclei ͑Dirac-Hartree and chiral models͒ did as well as, and sometimes slightly better than their made-for-exotic-nuclei counter parts ͑COSMA and a simple ''boot-strap'' model͒. We agree with the results of earlier work of Korsheninnikov et al. ͓11, 12͔ . They believe that the size of the core plays a more important role in determining the differential cross section than the lower density valance neutrons. The only potential area for significant nuclear structure sensitivity with elastic scattering is with the large angle (Ͼ70°) spin observables. Since the radioactive beams are secondary beams, to produce enough polarized statistics to measure these reactions with any accuracy is beyond experimental and theoretical capabilities at the present time. It is, therefore, possible to conclude that one should look beyond intermediate elastic reactions when trying to determine the structure of the neutron rich helium isotopes. Higher energy elastic scattering (Ͼ500 MeV/nucleon͒ ͓4͔ has had some success in determining structure, although they warn against using an optical model approach, as used here ͓39͔. Inelastic hadron reactions ͓40͔ ͑momentum distributions following fragmentation ͓16,41,42͔, transfer reactions ͓43͔, Coulomb breakup ͓44,45͔, excitation ͓46͔, and charged pion photo production ͓47͔͒ and an interesting concept using electron scattering ͓14͔ offer hope as tools to determine conclusively the structure of 6 He and 8 He.
